
I think we all should wonder if,

What’s make believe is truly myth?

Why the worlds always been fascinated,

With creatures imagination created. 


The skeptics always told me though,

If they were real then we would know.

What if they’re not myths or mystery,

But our long forgotten history.


Perhaps horses once were unicorns,

Poached by humans for their ivory horns.

They evolved to be safe and it worked...for a few.

(At least now you know how they make glitter glue).


If phoenixes were found, we’d add a feather in our cap,

For supplying to a market that didn’t have a gap.

Some time would pass then in a fast food venue,

Red hot fiery phoenix wings would be on the menu.


Luxury dragon leather items to show off your wealth.

Fireproof too, quick! They fly right off the shelf.

Limited edition Scottish leather, the best way to accessorise.

Doesn’t photograph well, but waterproof! Who cares if Nessie dies?


Minotaurs in the labyrinths trying to hide,

But they all got lost and died inside.

Scared of humans making them go head to head,

In brutal bloody bullfights, talk about seeing red.


The merfolk dying from all the harm we’ve done to their seas.

Oil, rubbish, plastic waste from rich companies.

Like sea life they’re caught up in nets. Net profit, net worth, net income.

Save money, not turtles, they’ll never shell out. I think it’s time we sink them.


Pixies getting captured for their huge demand.

You’ll never come down and never land.

Winging it, the ultimate high.

Snorting pixie dust, we can fly! We can fly!


The elves toy workshops are flooding up north from all the melting ice,

They think we’re all naughty, if things don’t change, there won’t be a list for nice.

We’ll soon be underwater if sea levels rise much more.

Like the lost city of Atlantis, d’you think this hasn’t happened before?


Imagine if in thousands and thousands of years,

People didn’t believe in the beautiful creatures here.

Thought tigers, elephants and the like were folklore,

Because they weren’t around anymore.


Hunting and killing them for sport & vanity,

Their not prizes or trophies. Where’s your humanity?

They might not be legendary or magic,

But losing them would be too tragic.


We need to fix our world before it gets worse,

We say it's our planet, but they were here first.

Maybe the Myths think we’re the monsters? Selfish, cruel and scary.

But hell what do I know? I’m just away with the fairies.



